
April, 2024

As April begins, I'd like to reflect on the journey that has brought me to this point
and share some highlights with you. There are moments in life when everything
aligns seamlessly, and it's important to acknowledge and celebrate them.

Firstly, I want to recognize my roles as the Director of Operations for VisionAfric
Development and as the Leader and CEO of ENOLIA, LLC. These positions
hold significant meaning for me, as they enable me to introduce empowerment
programs to the women of Angola and contribute to meaningful projects within
the Blue Economy. I've been actively engaged in various activities here in
Angola, and I'm pleased to share the progress with you.

I'm excited to announce that my Personal Development Course, Empower
Achieve Succeed (EAS) Through Self-Mastery, has been accepted at the Global
School for Quantum Evolution online. I will announce through this newsletter
when it is available for the public to engage as we go through the iterations of
getting everything set up. Additionally, I am working towards national
acceptance of the program in Angola.

This month's podcasts have been particularly impactful, especially the one
featuring Dr. Linda Tello. Dr. Tello's resilience in the face of serious health
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challenges is truly inspiring, and I am grateful for the opportunity to share her
story with our listeners. Thank you, Dr. Tello, for sharing your story at such a
vulnerable time in your life.

I hope you find this month's newsletter enjoyable and informative.

As we welcome April, let's embrace the opportunity for transformation in our
lives, especially as we approach the solar eclipse on April 8th, ushering in new
energy and possibilities.

Much Love to you all! 
Enolia Foti 
Grandmother, Elder, Dr.

Collaboration and
Partnership to uplift and
implement Humanitarian
Projects!

Who is WIMAFRICA?

The Organization of African Seafaring Women – WIMAFRICA, is a
Pan-African organization of women seafarers and related

activities, non-profit, regardless of race or religion.

It brings together within it all the Associations and Federations of African
Maritime Women, professionals, leaders, and entrepreneurs of the African
maritime sector. 
It was my honor to stand in for our president, Honorable Dr. Sebastian
Kopulande at our MOU signing ceremony to assist WIMAFRICA on their
Artisanal Fishing project.



Dr. Enolia Foti & Vice President of
WIMAFRICA Francesca Delgado

WIMAFRICA MOU Signing
Ceremony

Vice President of WIMAFRICA
Francesca Delgado

Dr. Enolia Foti
shares the
highlights of the
MOU.

Dr. Enolia Foti and Vice Prsident of
WIMAFRICA Francesca Delgado after MOU
signing

The ceremony was watched and
acknowledged across Africa and
Europe online!

VisionAfric Development and WIMAFRICA are proud to collaborate in
celebrating and advocating for maritime women across Angola. Our joint efforts
encompass a range of activities aimed at championing the role of women in the
maritime sector. As we advance our shared initiative, particularly through the
Artisanal Fishing Project, our focus lies in empowering women from diverse
backgrounds, including seafaring women, those with disabilities, and elder
women, by providing training opportunities and creating sustainable
employment avenues. Despite encountering various challenges along our
journey, we remain steadfast in our commitment to achieving our objectives.
Engaging in this meaningful endeavor fills me with a profound sense of purpose,
and I am honored to stand alongside fellow leaders who share our vision and
dedication.

Speaking - Representative of the office of the Vice
President of Angola - Dr. Elsa Barber

Workshop to Stop the Discrimination
Against Women



Dr. Enolia Foti VisionAfric Development & Vice President of WIMAFRICA
Francesca Delgado at "Pescangola" Event

The Annual Reunion and Gathering of Africa

https://youtu.be/CpIwjFWtKGo


Royalty and Tribal Leaders Across Angola

Dr.Enolia Foti - the meeting of Africa Tribal
Leaders and Tribal Royalty

Encountering Africa's tribal royalty and leaders is truly remarkable. Immersed in
the intricacies of protocol, tradition, and mutual respect, I was particularly
heartened to observe the presence of women among the esteemed leadership.
In Angola, a tribal leader holds the revered title of "Soba," symbolizing their
traditional leadership within the tribe and wider community. Onstage were the
leaders referred to as the "Sobas of the Sobas," who command the utmost
respect and reverence. It was a privilege to be invited and actively participate in
such a significant gathering. This encounter left an indelible mark on me,
shaping an unforgettable experience that I will forever cherish. Thank you
WIMAFRICA for the invitation.

To take a peak at the program -

Play Now

Wimafrica Umbutu (United)!
Francisca Delgado, Cidalia
Sebastiāo, Terezinha
Augustinho,& Enolia Foti

https://youtu.be/CpIwjFWtKGo?si=k2pJO6YUtO94CmLW


As I met this 4 Star General,
she reminded me of how we
as Women can do anything
we set our minds to!

Miss Angola 2024 shares the
beauty and poise of of being
and leadership!

International Women's Day was a vibrant celebration marked by camaraderie
and the gathering of women from across Angola. I extend my heartfelt gratitude
to WIMAFRICA for graciously extending an invitation to this auspicious
occasion. Throughout the day, it was a joy to connect with a diverse array of
inspiring individuals. To all the women who chose to celebrate Inernational
Women's Day across the world, I encourage you to embrace and nurture your
innate empowerment, for you are indeed remarkable beings.

To get a peak of a couple of moments:

Play Here

Play Here

https://web.facebook.com/ctw.ojibwe/videos/860233116118375/
https://web.facebook.com/ctw.ojibwe/videos/373245578859864/


Engaged with WIMAFRICA
Roundtable to Celebrate thier
9th Anniversary

Vice President of
WIMAFRICA Francisca
Delgado Kicks off the Meeting

Dr. Enolia Foti Shares about
the Collaboration between
VisionAfice Development and
WIMAFRICA - thank you
translater Job Pedro!



Two Powerful Women, VP of
WIMAFRICA Francesca Delgado and
Minister of Fisheries for the Country of
Angola - H.E.Carmen dos Santos

Her Excellency
Carmen dos Santos -
Minister of Fisheries
and Marine
Resources for
ANGOLA

WIMAFRICA Umbuntu! (WIMAFRICA
UNITED!)

Excited to meet Her
Excellency Carmen dos
Santos for the first time!



Dr. Enolia Foti & Her
Excellency Carmen dos
Santos Minister of Fisheries
and Marine Resources

Celebrating WIMAFRICA!

It's a tremendous honor to participate in the commemoration of WIMAFRICA's
9th Anniversary. While our festivities are centered in Angola, it's noteworthy that
WIMAFRICA's influence extends across 22 out of the 54 nations on the African
continent. The invaluable contributions of this organization towards advancing
women's roles in the Blue Economy cannot be overstated. In particular, the
visionary leadership exemplified by individuals like Lady Francisca Delgado,
who has diligently trained and empowered countless women, underscores the
transformative impact of WIMAFRICA's initiatives. Collaborating with such an
esteemed organization is a privilege, and I am hopeful that our collective efforts
will continue to catalyze positive change for women throughout Africa.

PILGRAMAGE OF LIGHT TO EGYPT

Join our Public FACEBOOK Page and learn more!

https://web.facebook.com/groups/728049905317938


Pilgrimage of Light Egypt Expedition

The Pilgrimage of Light Egypt Expedition has finalized accommodations for our
upcoming itinerary. We cordially invite you to join us for this exceptional five-star
adventure. Our journey will commence with a luxurious stay at the esteemed
Four Seasons Hotel Cairo at Nile Plaza, where we will immerse ourselves in the
heart of Cairo's vibrant atmosphere. Following our exploration of the capital, we
will embark on a majestic Nile cruise, commencing after our stay in Cairo.

https://enolia.live/retreats


During our time in Luxor, we are delighted to offer accommodations at the
tranquil Hotel Luxor Jolie Villa Hotel & Spa Kings Island, providing a serene
retreat amidst the ancient wonders of this historic city.

Upon concluding our expedition, we will return to the Le Meridien Hotel at Cairo
Airport, ensuring seamless convenience for your departure from Egypt. We look
forward to sharing these unforgettable experiences with you on our upcoming
journey.

Check out our updated itinerary...HERE

Learn more and register with no obligation HERE
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->I am deeply honored for my participation in the International Congress on
REHUMANIZING HUMANITY on March 13th, 2024. My contribution to the
panel discussion focusing on "Best Practices for Integrating Oneself in a
Foreign Country." I invite you to listen to this insightful discussion.

Play Now

https://www.youtube.com/live/QNanGFLY6II?si=P-j6DEY3BxNaLvFa


Thank you to Melvenia Ford for the opportunity to be featured in her magazine
Revive International. My article : Leadership: A Personal Exploration of
Ancient Wisdom in Modern Times".

Read Now

https://www.canva.com/design/DAFxtbCl-rs/HbrueOGwzNx-3k77_OQn9w/view


Thank you Leaders of all Nations International for this wonderful
award. As we continue training our leaders within the

organization, it is with deep gratitude that I accept this award.



Available on Amazon.com

Finding My Sovereign Voice With My Grandmother Elder 
Discover Your Sovereign Self Journal 
The 7 Principles for Self-Mastery 
Know Thyself 30 Day Program to Conscious Living

Calling on WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP ROLES- Share
Your Wisdom, Share Your Story!

https://www.amazon.com/s?k=enolia+foti&crid=MK6DNJRXEOV&sprefix=enolia+fot%2Caps%2C874&ref=nb_sb_noss_2


Are you a writer passionate about reshaping leadership for a new era? 
Here's your platform! 
We're thrilled to invite 20 talented writers to contribute to our upcoming
anthology centered around how to shift the Paradigm of Leadership for the New
Earth Revolution. Join us in crafting narratives that redefine leadership for a
world in flux, be part of a Leadership Handbook for Changing Times. 
Why Participate? 
• Define what the new framework of evolving leadership should look like for the
future. 
• Showcase your writing talent in a professionally curated anthology. 
• Gain exposure to a broad audience of readers and fellow writers. 
• Collaborate with skilled editors and designers to bring your vision to fruition. 
This is more than just a writing project; it's a chance to be part of a movement
that envisions a new way of leading and living. Let's come together to craft
stories that inspire, challenge, and lead the way to a brighter future.

For more information (details, guidelines) or to submit your piece, please
contact Dr. Enolia Foti at info@enolia.live or Dr. Krisztina Konya at

mailto:info@enolia.live


ask.krisztina@mail.com

We're excited to hear your unique take on leadership that could light the path
forward.

Let’s create something extraordinary together!

Leaders Of All Nations International (LOANI)

I am deeply honored and I extend my sincere gratitude to Caroline Makaka for
entrusting me with this significant responsibility of training leaders within LOANI.
LOANI stands as a beacon of global philanthropy, steadfastly committed to



advancing the principles outlined in the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). Our mission centers on fostering sustainability,
empowerment, and social responsibility on a worldwide scale. It is with great
enthusiasm that I anticipate the opportunity to lend my expertise and dedication
to furthering the noble objectives of this organization.

So grateful to have participated in this wonderful podcast. Thank you to
Melvenia Ford for the invitation!

Play Now

THE INFINITE WAY PODCAST NOW HAS ITS OWN
YOUTUBE CHANNEL!

PLEASE SUBSCRIBE HERE

https://web.facebook.com/ctw.ojibwe/videos/2607706356065808/
https://www.youtube.com/@theinfinitewayenolia


Subscribe Here for our Youtube Channel!

The Infinite Way with Host Dr. Enolia Foti with Carlos Concepcion 
April 5th, 2024 
Dominican Republic

PLAY NOW

Topic: Hidden In Plain Site ~ Laser EduLogics ~ Liberate you
Mind and Body with Liberal Arts, Yoga and the Kabbalah - Part 4

The Infinite Way host Dr. Enolia Foti Welcomes Dr. Linda Tello 

https://www.youtube.com/@theinfinitewayenolia/videos
https://youtu.be/kX3Bt7CdWpk


April 12th, 2024 
USA

PLAY NOW

Topic: The Healing Journey, And So It Begins!

The Infinite Way with Host Enolia Welcomes Dr. Eric Kelly III 
April 19th, 2024 
USA

PLAY NOW

Topic: The Eric Kelly III Art Museum ~ The Artist ~Part 2

https://youtu.be/twjXlfxJ_f8
https://youtu.be/aOg3b3nZf84


The Infinite Way With Host Dr. Enolia Foti Welcomes Carlos Concepcion 
April 27th, 2024 
USA

PLAY NOW

Topic: Secret Societies & Cognitive Growth ~ Laser EduLogics ~
Liberate you Mind and Body with Liberal Arts, Yoga and the

Kabbalah - Part 5

https://youtu.be/xl7GFf4c02k


Personal Development Video Here

Learn More about the Master Class and sign up HERE

Kind regards, 
ENOLIA

Grandmother, Elder, Dr.
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